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Combat 2017

Information:

Name: Combat

Theme: Combat Adventure

Production year: 2017

Type: Solid State (SS)

Features:

1 playfield

4 flippers
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3 pop bumpers

4 eject holes

2 kickback lanes

2 ramps

2-bank spot targets (3)

2-bank drop targets (2)

3-bank spot targets (1)

4-bank drop targets (1)
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Title: Zaccaria Pinball - Combat 2017 Table
Genre: Casual, Free to Play, Simulation, Sports
Developer:
Magic Pixel Kft.
Release Date: 10 Mar, 2017
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I thought this game would honestly suck, but I got to punch a Bear stripper in the face. The game is short, and funny as heck.
Gets kind of repetitive towards the middle, but if you stick it out, it is worth the money. So many laughs.. Fun to play with
friends, however sometimes it does bugs out, however the bugs are easy to fix and sometimes it makes it even more funny.
Would recommend. This game is a freaking masterpiece. I've played it through at least 3 times, bought it on steam to add it to
my collections. Peaceful first person walking game shown from the perspective of someone alone on a space station, unable to
trust their own mind and surroundings. Still in beta, but getting more content as time goes on. An enjoyable adventure which
evokes strong emotions through its minimalist writing and environment.. In my opinion, it's a good game. Easy to learn and
commands are easy to master, historically correct, Graphics outdated, but the game is very cheap.... This game is worth picking
up. Is it going to take a long time to play? No. Is it going to be enjoyable? Yes. It is very pretty and the music is incredible
(though not as good as halo, sorry to say it but halo music is like gods voice in your ear.). Its great for shmup fans and a nice
game to play for a little when your bored or something. While everyone is debating in teamspeak about what to play, just pop on
this little gem and play.. Great game for the price, especially if you like indie games. Parts of it reminds me of the Tron movie
and old arcade games. the resolution is not that great but it still is very awesome.. Comes with Red Shell spyware, that monitors
your browsing habits OUTSIDE THE GAME. Please do not support developers, that think selling your privacy to a third party
is a good business practice.
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I recently picked this up as part of the Summer Sale. ( under a buck )

Very fun, would have actually paid more. ( shhhhhh ) The levels are challengeing yet fair. If you screw up and die, it is
USUALLY the fault of the player and not the game.

B++. Interesting and chilling game. Grab it. Game is OK. Cool concept behind it but definitely not worth the price(maybe worth
$2.99). It is a good game. With apparently much more to come. For the price its a no brainer.. the only good thing about this
game is the funny voices

every thing else just suck. This game is a super fun space shooter, the only proble I have is there is a bug that when you do the
key bindings "changing the keys" they change for ever ship you use, frustrating
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